
The FirsT ProPhecy
When the earliest signs of civilization 
began to take form, a prophecy predicted 
that as long as the era prevailed, 
humankind would be entangled in  
an intrinsically Babylonian condition. 

The claim oF God 
as recounted in the only surviving copy 
of The holy Book, human tribes and  
their God battled over matters of power 
and identity.

The BeGinninG oF a neW aGe ?
The demise of the Babylonian era  
is marked by the decay of what  
is believed to have been the Babylonians’ 
revered Universal museum of  
human civilization.

realms Beyond lanGUaGe 
The creation of a cerebral transmitter 
enabled the post-lingual state, a 
condition surpassing translation, 
meaning and difference.

TransFiGUrinG The BaBylonian 
Whore
Through a sexual ritual, conducted by 
leading figures of the influential spiritual 
organisations of the time, a ‘Babalon 
child’ was manifested to embody the 
original forces of Babylon and thus 
collapse the poles of light and darkness.

sUPersTrUcTUres
as a culmination of the cultural 
and political movement known as 
‘globalisation’, The Union of Babylonia 
was the final attempt to create an empire 
beyond nations and beliefs.

emPires come and Go
Throughout centuries of colonialism,  
the site of Babylon functioned as a 
favorite terrain for the execution of  
war and archaeology.

The PleasUre dilemma
Civilized people experienced difficulties 
in grasping the beauty of creation. 
subsequently this predicament involved 
the identification of female sexuality with 
the concept of sin, thus confusing the 
basis of joy with the root of evil.

The imPossiBiliTy oF comPleTion
The movement between construction 
and deconstruction was one of the 
driving impulses behind this civilization, 
symbolized most evidently through the 
rise and fall of towers.



at the dawn of the earliest of civilizations, an intricate prophecy was engraved in 
a tablet of clay by an unknown hand. The inscription predicted that the legacy of 
Babylon would irrefutably preordain our current era. meanwhile, through unexplained 
routes, an enigmatic museum capsule from a future age has found its way to our 
time. To date, it has been necessary to conceal it from the public eye for security 
and research purposes, however, for the very first time its dimly lit room at the 
Pergamonmuseum in Berlin is now opened to visitors.

The seemingly reticent wooden exterior of the hexagon-shaped capsule reveals a 
number of apertures through which an expansive, manifold tableau can be glimpsed. 
Together, these different compartments display key relics from past, present and future 
that reflect the time span from the original Babylonian genesis to its decline in the 
future. This extended period is in itself proclaimed to be intrinsically Babylonian.

displayed inside the peculiar museum-receptacle is the prophetic clay tablet, its 
arrival in our time indicating the approaching culmination of civilization as we know 
it. The Babylonian cabinet of curiosities allows us to view our culture from the outside, 
grasping its essence with a clarity previously unattainable. The alarming question is 
thus raised; can any form of new civilization be imagined beyond the present and 
underlying cultural chassis of Babylon ?

The German/danish artist-duo J&K 
have been instrumental in discovering, 
decoding and conserving The Babylon 
Case, and have now decided to offer it to 
humanity, as a parallel to the temporary 
two-part exhibition “Babylon. myth 
and Truth” at The Pergamonmuseum. 
Presented in a dedicated room, the time 
capsule is the artist’s comment to the 
museological representation of Babylon, 
and offers a ‘third space’ for questioning 
the polarities of truth and myth that form 
the premise of the temporary exhibition.

The Babylon Case is initiated and 
produced by J&K with curatorial and 
artistic support from cecilie nusselein 
Gravesen.

Technical support on the artwork:  
3d image by www.stebbing3d.com,  
light design by heinz Kasper,  
carpentry by Bernd schaller.

as a companion to the exhibition,  
a publication is available at the museum 
shop, edited by cecilie nusselein 
Gravesen and J&K, with essays by 
michael Fehr and nicholas mirzoeff, 
designed by Åbake. 

The project is sponsored by 
hauptstadtkulturfonds Berlin, the danish 
arts council committee for Visual arts 
and the danish arts council committee 
for international Visual art.

www.jk-world.net
www.ceciliegravesen.com

The BaBylon case
a Time caPsUle For oUr ciViliZaTion 

J&K present:

26th June – 05th october 2008
museum of the ancient near east at The PerGamonmUseUm
museum island, am Kupfergraben 5, Berlin-mitte 
opening times: sun-Wed 9 am – 6 pm / Thu-sat 9 am – 10 pm       
in conjunction with “Babylon. myth and Truth”


